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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine whether there is an effect of learning motivation and social studies learning facilities either partially or simultaneously on social studies learning achievement. The population of this study were students in class VII A and VII B of MTS NU Belitang 1 Oku Timur, which numbered 56. The variables studied were learning motivation and learning facilities as independent variables and learning achievement as related variables. The data collection method uses direct observation at school. The results of this study indicate 1) there is an effect of learning motivation on learning achievement, 2) there is an influence of learning facilities on learning achievement 3) there is a simultaneous influence of learning motivation and learning facilities on social studies learning achievement.
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INTRODUCTION
Globalization is a general trend of integration of life domestic / local community into the global community in various fields (Bloom & Cadarette, 2019). Consequence The existence of the Era of Globalization has had an impact on all aspects, both in terms of Education, Economics, Social, Science and Technology, even the morals of teenagers are experiencing change (Azizah dkk., 2022; Nicholas dkk., 2023; Putri dkk., 2023). The thing that really shocked the whole country was economic problems. Globalization
develops throughout society, both urban and rural communities (Khan et al., 2019). This globalization will continue to develop in accordance with the development of human life, because globalization is one part of the process of human life (Holly et al., 2023; Levan’s et al., 2022; Vicky et al., 2023). The development of information and communication technology is one of the factors that accelerate globalization. Globalization develops throughout society, both urban and rural communities.

Globalization is what makes many changes to human life (Saputra et al., 2022). But in fact, change does not always have a good impact on life, there is also a negative impact. This globalization also brings new challenges to the lives of the world community, especially the people of Indonesia (Acheampong et al., 2019). This is because globalization is always accompanied by two interrelated sides, just as the two sides of a coin are interconnected with one another. On the one hand, globalization has presented a variety of new thoughts that are present through adjustments to culture, technology, and trade that originally came from the western world. The world community, especially the Indonesian people (Ruiz-Capillas & Herrero, 2019). This is because globalization is always accompanied by two interrelated sides, just as the two sides of a coin are interconnected with one another (Amrina et al., 2022; Maryati et al., 2022). On the one hand, globalization has presented a variety of new thoughts that are present through adjustments to culture, technology, and trade that originally came from the western world.

The development of national character is a basic need in the nation and state. Since the beginning of independence, the Indonesian nation has been determined to make the development of national character an important area and cannot be separated from national development (Baloch et al., 2021). Muchlas Samani & Hariyanto (2012:26). Stating Furthermore, it should be remembered that explicitly character education is the mandate of Law No. 23 of the year article 3 concerning the National Education System, which confirms that: National Education functions to develop capabilities and form dignified character and national civilization in the context of educating the nation's life (Fathia et al., 2022; Liam et al., 2023; Saskia et al., 2023), aiming to Developing the potential of students to become human beings who believe in and fear God Almighty, have noble character, are healthy, knowledgeable, capable, creative, independent, and become citizens of a democratic and responsible country.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This type of research is qualitative research using descriptive analysis, namely research conducted to obtain a concrete description of situations and events about the state of the object or problem (Auliani et al., 2023; Mustafiyanti et al., 2023). Quantitative research itself is a research based on the description, explanation, and estimation of the facts that the author has collected during the research (Saud et al., 2020). While the descriptive method aims to explain facts and characteristics of a particular population or group factually and accurately. Research with this descriptive method also aims to describe the situations and events that are obtained from the
research results (Mulyasari dkk., 2023; Noer dkk., 2023; Wanti dkk., 2023). The author obtained the results by providing several questionnaires with a Google form which were filled out by several students in the village with the facts and reality and their understanding, then the researcher described the results of the data obtained from the respondents.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The process of globalization was born from the development of science, transportation and communication technology (Al Maarif dkk., 2023; Utami dkk., 2023). Globalization will provide a new cultural pattern, and have a broad impact on local cultural freedom and strengthen the dominance of western culture in the culture of people in developing countries through new colonialism, namely culture (Pata, 2021). However, we must prevent this because the nation's culture is the legacy of our nation's ancestors that we must protect and preserve (Fiqih dkk., 2023; Hermansyah dkk., 2023; Pamuji & Limei, 2023). One of the causes of the globalization era is the progress of science and technology, especially communication technology, such as print media technology and electronic media.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the research and discussion described in the previous chapter, the following conclusions can be drawn: 1). The presence of globalization has certainly had an impact on the students of the Bunda Tanjung Pura Putra Private Vocational School. Globalization has both positive and negative influences. These influences do not directly affect nationalism. But as a whole it can lead to a sense of nationalism towards the nation to be reduced or even lost. The positive impact on globalization is that globalization causes a shift in the values and attitudes of students from being irrational to being rational; The development of science and technology makes it easier for students to do their activities and encourages them to think more forward. 3). While the negative impacts of globalization include: Globalization is able to convince Indonesian youth that liberalism can bring progress and prosperity; loss of love for domestic products because there are many foreign products; Teenagers forget their own identity as Indonesians because their lifestyle tends to imitate western culture; individualistic attitudes that lead to indifference between the behavior of fellow citizens.
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